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Fabulous Frosh!
Class of 1997 largest ever
Vishnupriya Bhardwaj
News Writer

The ranks of John Carroll
University students swelled last
week as the class of 1997, the
largest freshman class ever, burst
onto campus. Promising more
than numbers though, the freshman class also brings with it a 3.2
grade point average, the highest
of any class in 13 years.

The JCU Admissions Office
aimed for a class of 800 students
for this fall but managed to surpass their own goal by recruiting
a record 821 freshmen for Fall
1993 classes. According to Director of Admissions Laryn
Runco, John Carroll's admissions
process brings in a higher annual
yield of accepted students than
other universities. JCU's yield of

Bookstore patrons
swelter during power
shortage
Derek Diaz
News Editor

Soaring temperatures and an
increased demand for electricity
triggereda powershortagein University Heights early last week
that left many campus offices
without power for air conditioning.
In addition to making life uncomfortable for University staff,
the power shortage forced students
out of a sweltering University
Bookstore and into a zig-zag
course around the Atrium.
Bookstore Manager James
Traverse said that temperatures in
the Bookstore at one point reached
95 degrees.
"Even our cashiers were complaining about the heat," Traverse
said. "After one student fainted
while waiting, Vice-President for
Services John Reali made the decision to move the lines into the
Atrium."

JCU Director of Construction
Thomas Gannon attributed the
lack of electricity to a substation
failure in CEI's electricity grid.
"We require 4,340 volts of
electricity from CEI," Gannon
explained, " and last week we
were only able to pull 4,000 volts
from the electrical lines. That's
not enough power, so we had to
shut down the air conditioners to
protect the motors."
According to Gannon, University computers registered insufficient power levels before any
damage occurred.
"Normally [an insufficient
power level) is not detected," •
Gannon said, "but our computers
in the guard house were able to tell
us about the problem immediately."
Gannon added that CEI has
assured him that measures have
been taken to prevent similar
power shortages from reoccurring.

Governor Geor ge Voinovich in a speech to Carroll alumni

accepted students
usually falls between 35 and 45
percent, whereas
most other universities reach a
yieldofonly30to
40percent. Runco
credits
Cleveland's rising reputation as
one of the reasons
for the increased
interest in JCU.
Whatever the
reason,
John . .. . . .. ..--.-..--.-.~. ..-.-. .. -. ._.. . . .._. ..
Carroll managed
See FROSH,
The new Communications Arts Building greets the new semester

Carolyn Senneu
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John Carroll goes prime time
Joseph M. Guay
News Editor
The JCU News, a news broadcast operated by John Carroll students, debuted last Thursday
evening, thus providing the campus with telenews.
A group of students, headed by
senior AI Pawlowski, produced
the ten minute JCU News pro-

Assistant

gram in the Klein Television Studio and later broadcast it over the
campus cable. The program was
shown over the monitors, which
currently provide message service to the campus. It was also
accessible on cable channel 14.
Anchored by Pawlowski, the
first program focused on move-in
day and the new Communications!

Buckeye Governor
meets Carroll alumni
Derek Diaz
News Editor

Ohio Governor George
Voinovich sailed onto the John
Carroll campus last Thursday to
address a select gathering of JCU
alumni on the future of education
and business In Ohio.
The governor and his wife appeared in the SAC Conference
Room at a dinner-reception sponsored by John Carroll's Private
Sector Business Association.
The Business Association, a
group of JCU alumni who own or
operate their own businesses,
hosted Ohio's first couple as part
of an annual series of speeches
designed to improve corporate
relations among John Carrol
graduates.
According to JCU Alumni Director Peter Bernardo, the Alumni
Office created the Business Association several years ago to gather
alumni from all over Ohio and
give them the opportunity to work
together.
''(T~e Alumni office) formed
this group with the idea that if

John Carroll graduates are doing
better in the business world, then
that will reflect in our school."
Bernardo said.
Governor Voinovich, after an
introduction by the Reverend
Michael LavelleS.J., informed the
Business Association of his plans
to increase efficiency in business
and education in Ohio.
"I'm proud to announce that
my office has just completed the
largest private sector business audit ever in the state of Ohio in
order to improve government operation," Voinovich said.
The Governor added that his
office has cut the state budget four
times to "keep the state where it
should be."
Improvements in education will
take place in many general education courses, Voinovich said.
"I've seen too many times how
a •general education· degree leads
to general unemployment. We
need to make schol classes more
relevant to the real world; we need
to think about school in relation
to a job."

Arts building. Pawlowski said
the program was only a preview
of what he hopes to do in the
future. "I hope to get to the point
where we can provide a half hour
of news, features, and sports."
"It's another source of information for students," said senior
Elizabeth Sander, who directed
the first program. "We want to
focus on the campus visually,
because visual communication is
key."
Pawlowski approached Dr.
Alan Stephenson, professor of
communications, with the show
idea last spring. "I wanted to
know why we didn •t have a newseaston campus," said Pawlowski.
"We had the capabilities. but no
one was taking advantage of it."
According to Stephenson, the
campus cable was built with the
idea that a television show could
be done. "lt can work if you have
the time and effort to pur it together."
Pawlowski organized a group
ofstudents for the first production;
however, a definite crew has not
been established. BothPawlowski
and Sander emphasized that JCU
News is a project that will be
surfacing throughout the next
month.
"The show could eventually
feature guest hosts, speakers, and
maybe a talk show format," said
Sander, "but it's a project still in
the works." No definite time has
been set for the next program.
"It's great experience for
people who are interested in
broadcasting," said Stephenson.
"It's more realistic when you
know that someone' s going to see
the end result."

EDITORIAL
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off at my donn
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pulled
a
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ofpaperoutofhis
pocket
and

Meghan Gourley

hancted it to me.
"There must be a
balance between the responsibility to inform and the obligation to inform responsibly," it read.
Although Michael Jordan responded
with these words at a press conference this
summer about his father's murder, this
message has a deeper meaning. It is one that
I think we, as a student newspaper, and
more specifically, I, as the Editor-in-Chief,
should use as a guide in thedecisons lmakc
regarding what we report on.
Editor-in-chief

Phone calls used to be such simple things.
editorial

I'd call you if I could
The phones at John Carroll have suddenly become frighteningly
complex. Personal P.I. N. numbers and access codes have complicated the once-simple process of making a phone cal l. What's
more, non-MCI long distance calls have been virtually impossible
to make and telephone operators have been unreachable.
Although a letter was sent to students in late August alerting
them to the new phone system, this letter was vague and misleading.
Upon their return to school, many students were not aware they bad
to register with MCI in order to have long distance service. Phone
cards had been lost and general confus ion abounded.
Adjusting to this system, however, will soon be worth the frustration. Not only does the new system offer lower rates, it also
provides touch-tone dialing and individual billing. This new
billing system will aUievate pi"Oblems between roommat~s and
prevent the unsafe practice of shutting off phone service.
For clarification, when dialing between residence halls, you
need only dial the last four digits of the phone number. To make
a local call or reach a campus office (like security), dial 9 and then
the remaining seven digits. If you need to reach an operator, dial
8 and then 0.
Complications in using other calling cards will hopefully be
resolved by the end of this week. Questions about the new phone
service can be directed to 1-800-947-4787 .
Yes, the last-minute implementation of this system caused
unneccessary confusion and frustration , but the changes are soon to
come.

Give yourself a total education
This summer you probably watched ' lil old Minnie from Kansas
City win a brand new Jag on "The Price Is Right."
You caught some ray s, played street hockey with your little
brother, or kicked back on a sandy, white beach with Sidney
Sheldon's lastest novel. Life was probably pretty sweet, when you
weren 't working the proverbial summer job.
Now , it's back to school. Back to books. Back to basics. It all
seems overwhelming. Even though it may not seem like it now, a
good education is worth putting forth the effort.
Sometimes it's difficult to imagine ever finding the time to do all
of the leisurely things that were accomplished during the summer.
It's important to find the time to do the things that are meaningful
to you.
Keep everything in perspective. Study hard, but remember that
frisbee on the Quad is perfectly acceptable. Go to a lecture
sponsored by Multicultural Affairs. See a movie in Kulas. Read
Dickens on the Atrium steps.
Make your mark on the University. Get involved in one of the
many activities and organizations on campus. And remember,
"The Price Is Right" is still on at 11 a.m.

Already the CN has been identified as a
'"I iberal" newspaper, a term which I think is
both inaccurate and unfair. We arc a student publication open to discussing the
issues that face college students today.
Thal's not liberal, that's not conservative,

versity. He said that Carroll provides the
environment in which students can develop
as whole people. And that means learning
about and discussing issues that conflict
with the church's teaching. To only give
one side of an argument would be irresponsible.
This fall I am taking a class called "Argumentation and Debate" with Dr. Brent
Brossman. There we have already learned
the importance of proving your claims; the
importance of reasoning; the importance of
making an argument. Dr. Brossman as·
sured us that to look at something from a
different perspective, to honestly listen to
an opposing side of an argument will make
us better people.
With that in mind I think that it would be
irresponsible of me and my staff to not print
all sides of an issue. That balance that
Michael Jordan speaks of is possible only
when both the CN staff and its readers can
try to see things from the opposing point of
view. That is everyone's obligation as well

as responsibility.
That crumpled piece of paper hangs
above my computer where I work as a

that's responsible.
Last week Father Lavelle addressed the
faculty about issues pertaining to the uni-

hits & misses
Hit: The new, improved, pubby
Wolf&Pot. Sure there's no more free pop or
popcorn, but you can play pool.
Miss: Students passing out in the bookstore.
We can't blame the bookstore for 90
degree temperatures and shut-down air
conditioning system, but more cash registers and more space for books (less for John
Carroll merchandise) would have made
things easier.
Hit: Welcome Back Week successfully
welcomed us back. We didn't find Waldo,
but we made lots of friends.

Hit & Miss: Big cups in the cafeteria.
Need we say more. Unfortunately, the new
salad bar arrangement ~auses traffic-flow
problems.
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Miss(ing): The "h" in the Home of
Campions sign.
Miss: The Freshmen Social Weekend tshirts. Garfield in a beret with mutant
fingers is gauche for the 90s.
Hit: The alumnus who anomously
donated $350 so a student could travel
home for the weekend to visit her sick
mother.
Hit: The distribution of class schedules
in the residence halls. It limited the lines in
the Student Service Center and made it
easier to get to the right class. It's great that
someone made the connection between
where we live and where we're going.

Hit: No fire alarms in East Hall during
the first week.
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letters
Handling of spring graduation
ceremony angers student

to

the
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editor

movie ImineIll Proposal. and planntng a numhcr of other
acti' ities. l am confident the John Carroll student body will
have plenty ofopportunny to sec their friends make an easy
transl!ton tnto the school year
Thanl-.s to Kathy McCullough and the rest of the Otscount Card Committee who have put together the most
attractive discount card package tn recent memory. With
discountc; at the John Carroll Bookstore. at local businesses
and restaurants. and on all Student Union acti' tiles. there
is little reason not to huy a dtscountl·ard.
Ftnally I would like to sincereI} thank the officers of the
Student Union Executive Board. who have met regularly
over the summer in preparation for the upcoming year.
It 1s this type of "silliness" that accomplishes most of
what needs to be done here at John Carroll University in
student acll\ it1es. I hope that tn the future. The Carroll News
is a little more cognitant of the hard work students put in
without want of reward or recognition . I wa' disappointed
to sec that their collective efforts were di'>mtssed so flippantly and sw1ftly as merely "a lot of silliness ...
Phil ip J. Kangas
President - John Carroll Student Union
Clas~ of 1995

To the Editor:
I am very disappointed with the handling of graduation
held mstde the John Carroll Uni verstty gym this past Ma).
Although I had a ticket to aucnd the ceremony. I was
rcfu,ed admittance by two JCU security guard<; and one
extremely rude usher. Had I not insisted and persisted that
I be allowed into the gymnasium. I would not have been
able to sec my good friends graduate from college. something they will only do once in their lifetimes.
I am utterly disgusted with the staff that was in charge
of checking tickets at the door. and am outraged that they
tried to keep me out of the gym. even though I was one of
the few people who got in who wa<, actually supposed to
be there. I was told ··...there's no more room. it' s full. .."
Full? How could 1t possibly be full if there were so many
people with tickets outside of the gym?!
I am cspccmlly upset that the JCU security and ushers
let people in who did NOT have tickets and then refused
to let me into the ceremony because of THEIR mistake.
Obviously someone was not obeying their orders to let
everyone WITH tickets into the gym 15 minutes before
the ceremony. since the gym was full 45 minutes before
Union hopes to bring aid to
the ceremony with people who did not have 11ckets.
The fact that many parents who have paid over $60.000
Midwestern flood victims
for their children to auend JCU had to watch their children
graduate on a TV screen is appalling. It is not sufficient To the I:.ditOr:
enough to say, "Next year we'll know better:· You do
We have all read and seen news footage documenting
know bcuer! The light sprinkles kept the ceremony inside, the misery of the Midwestern floods and the resulting
but this is Cleveland, and preparations must be made for damage to homes and crops. While the phght of the
all kinds of weather conditions. Past graduations would Midwest conunues. the national exposure has decreased.
also be good ceremonies to reference in planning! Obvi- Help is still needed.
The John Carroll Student Union and the Center for
ously. the Administration was ready for the rain. They had
a TV screen set up for the parents to view the ceremony if Community Service will be sending students to St. Louis
it was inside; why couldn't they have had competent over fall break to volunteer with the flood rehef and
ushers and security at the doors ahead of time too?! lt Rcstorallon efforts. This is a wondcrlu\ oppmlunny for
seems that just about every other year the graduations are pursuing John Carroll's commitment to serve o thers. In
held inside the gym. Get your act together JCU! I expect order to accomplis h this goal; however, we need
that my parents and family members (with the four sacred your help.
The students selected will stay at St. Louis University
tickets I will be allowed) WILL get into my graduation
free of charge and will be able to usc their Marriott meal
ceremony. RAIN OR SHINE!
Roseann B. Adamo
plans. All that is needed is the funds to transport the
students to Saint Louis and back.
Class of 1995
As Americans we are benefactors of Midwestern goods.
as Christians, we are concerned for all human suffering;
Kangas defends SU reputation
therefore, please lend a caring hand and contribute to this
national crisis. Thank you for your cooperation in thls
To the Editor:
In the Freshman issue of The Carroll News, the activi- matter. Please send all donations to Or. Mark Falbo's
ties run through the Student Union were dismissed as "a lot Office for Community Service.
John Cranley
of silliness."
Class of 1996
I would like to thank Katie Niehaus and Rose Abood for
their hard work as co-chairpersons of the Freshman Social
Weekend activities. Along with the cooperation and
dedicated staff, they were able to pull off one of the largest
Freshman Social Weekends in years.
Thanks also to Anna Spangler and Alex Spinos for
coordinating the Welcome Back Week activities. With
two trips to downtown clubs. a picnic and OJ. showing the
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Steve Delchin
Forum Writer
It's yd another school year. Another year of
hitting the books. Another year of hard work.
(Anotheryearofteacher'sdirty looks?) Another
year that John Carroll. that nice con~ervative
college in University Heights. will graduate yet
another group of students.
Wait a minute' Did you say conservative University? One wouldn't think so by taking some cJac;scs.
While John Carroll is an institution that appears conservative. the faculty 1s anything but.
The rca lit} is that students are being exposed to.
and will hopefully believe. a good deal of the
liberal agenda. The fact is that John Carroll is
loaded with liberal profes~ors (as is true of mo~t
universities in America).
What follows is that balance in the classroom
is not always a standard. Students hear too liule
about conservatism.
What student<> need to do 1s to he more aware
of what they are learning. While they ~houldn't
be skeptical of every thing professors say. they
also should realize that a teacher may be carrying
a hia~ tO\\ard the left.
Take a history class and leam that it was
Reagan who screwed up this country and that
Clinton will f1x it. Take an environment class
and learn that rocks should be accorded the same
rights as humans or that we should fed guilty for
killing a tree. Takeapoliticalscienccclas.... andlcam
why conservative theorists are misgui&xl, but that
liberal thinkers are brilliant.
Of course a little liberalism is desimblc. but
unfortunatelyultra-liberalismreignsatoutnation's
unrvcrsilt~ and at JCU .
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tive paper for his English professor who refu sed
to grade it because it was so far right. 1 didn't
agree with views either, but what happens when
a student hands in an ultra-liberal piece? It is not
only read, but admired. The student is said to be
thinking critically.
The double standard is apparent. Students
can be ultra-liberal and their views are desired,
and even encouraged. But if you· re ultra-conservative, keep your views to yourself.
And don' t think of bringing up God or the
Bible to base your argtmlellts on. Not at John CarroU!
Yes, another school year begins at JCU.
Another year of promoting liberalism through
the academic circles in University settings.
Hopefully this year. some common sense students will challenge their liberal professors more
forcefu lly. If professors refuse to be more balanced, then it must be up to the students to
provide the correct balance of conservatism.
Otherwise. it will be yet another year for JCU
to graduate another group of well-bred liberals.
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Thief takes more than money
Joseph M. Guay

~

~~

Where Friends
Meet

The Bar without
the beer

lowed to use Munch Money now.
weare working on changing that,"
said Smith.
I n addition to food and drink,
pool table is available for studen
usc. Smith noted that the Studen
L1 fe office 1s working to get an aj
hockey table sometime soon
The hope now, according t
Smith, is to have something different going on in the Wolf &Po
every nightoftheweek. Monday
nights are reserved for footbal I
on the big screen. Tuesdays and
Thursdays will be movie nights.
Smith added that they hope t
host bands on Friday nights. Until
things tieeome more 'Set howe\ter.
there will be weekly schedule
posted around the Inn Between.
Already, the band Odd Girl Ou
performed as part of "Welcom
Back Week," which Smith fel
was a success. This Friday, September l 0, the band Only Children will perform at 8 p.m.
" We had a great turn out fo
Odd Girl Out, and they really pu
on a great show," srud Smith. " W
hope that people keep coming ou
for the enteftajnment."

Elizabeth McDonald
Forum Editor

The Wolf & Pot has donned a
new look and a new logo just in
time for the new schooll year.
According to Juhc Smith, Assistant to the Dean of Student
Activities. her hope was to make
the Wolf & Pot a more exciting
on-campus hang out, since as of
now, there really arc not many
places for students to go without
leaving campus. And even when
they do, late night options are often Jimjted to bars.
"We were hoping to provide a
non-alcoholic alternative to the

scene,'• satd Su"tb.
The Wolf & Por is currently
open every mght from 7 p.m. to
Midrught. Marriott Food Service
operates there during that time to
sell hot chicken wings, soft pretzels, nachos and cheese and popcorn.
They also offer Snapple I ced
Tea and Juices, Mistic Spring
Water and Juices, La Croix Sparkling Water, O'Doul's (non-alcoholic) Draft and Pepsi soft drinks.
"Ailhou h students are not al-

-----'

As· .font NewsFdiTor
Money will not replace the
family pictures and the wedding
invilat1on that Kathy Dolan lost
when her purse was snatched from
her office on Tuesday.
Dolan. communications department secretary, was makmg
photocopies approximately twent)
feet from her office when the purse
was stolen.
"I lost my whole life in that
pur~c." said Dolan.
According to Dolan, there was
no money in the purse, but some
personal items are irreplaceable.
such as her daughter's last wedding invitation and the pictures of
her children.
Francis McCaffrey, Chief of
Security, confirmed an incident
repon was made to campus security.
He said his depanmcnt "w1ll
be issuing a safety reminder" soon
to members of the campus community.
"When you work at or attend a

FROSH
continued from page 1
to attract 20 valedictonans in
the class of 1997, 14 of which
were female.
In addition, more than a quart~ of the students finished irl the
top I 0% of their high school
classes,54% fini shed in the top
quarter, and 85% finished in the
top half of their classes.
Coming mostly from the
greater Cleveland area, over l 00
freshmen were also recruited
from thePittsburgh and Chicago
areas.
According to John Carroll
Academic Vice-President Sally
Wartheim, "Thisclassshowsgood
potential.

university like John Carroll, you
don't expect the ugly realities of
soc1ety to he pan of the campus
environmcnt,"saidDolan ""That's
why when the unwritten code of
conduct 1s violated, the cnme
seems all the uglier."
McCaffrey cmphasited that all

Lavelle explains Catholic
traditions at JCU
Meghan Gourley
Editor·in·Chief - -

In the remaining heated days
of August while students ex
hausted themselves moving their
belongings in to the dom1s, Rev.
Michael J. LavelleS.J., President
of John Carroll University, addressed a standing room only of
faculty in his annual report of the
status of the university.
''Young men and women arc
anxious to he here and stay here,"
said Lavelle in reflection of the
largest freshmenclasseverof821
trus year and Carroll's retention
rate of 70 percent. The
university's reputation for "top
notch mstruction.'' according to
Lavelle, explatns the dedication
of Carroll's 3054 under graduates.
"The scope of our [the
university's! interests go beyond
the campus, the city, the state, and
the United States," said Lavelle.

At Tuesday's Student Union
meeting, Sara Tabis, of the Elections Comminee, announced dates
for the Freshmen Elections.
Letters of intent are due in the
SU office on September 27, and a
meeting will be held on Sept. 28.
Primaries are scheduled for October 4-5.
Presidential and Vice-Presidential debates will take place on
October 6, and elections will be
held on October I 1-12.

Pass/Fail Option

CAMPUS MINISTRY
MASS SCHEDULE
in Saint Francis Chapel

AWARD WINNING RIBS • PIZZA
• BBQ CHICKEN • PASTA
• SANDWICHES

(ji91-100Q)
ONE LARGE 16"
JCU special

:

$695

I
I
I
1

$1 .25 each additional
topping

112 SLAB
JCU special

$695

I Includes 2 side dishes,
I
roll &butter
f1.-.wt~ I
Not vahd
~tl~ I
~~ 1 \lo~th other offer; ~ _ 1
S. Euclid . .

10:00 am
12:00 noon
6:30pm
10:30 pm

11:00 am
12:05 pm
4:10pm
•in Murphy Hall Chapel

Monday 10:30 pm
•in Sutowski Hall Chapel

Wednesday 10:30 pm

Student Retreats
C.A.R.E.
October 14- 17, 1993

Retreat for Freshman and Transfer
Students

-------- -------Not valid
wuh other offers
ujWt\9 ~.~~,

•

:

Sunday

in Lady Chapel

Tuesday 10:30 pm

coupons valid for delivery, carryout, or dining room

I
I
I

6:30pm

Weekday Services

•in Campion Hall Chapel

4350 MAYFIELD ROAD, SOUTH EUCLID

I
I
I

Saturday

1•1><""9·29·11'

-> ._u.. uu •

Lavelle addressed the question
of why we arc here explaining the
relevance of Catholic tradition in
higher education.
Lavelleexplatned that he looks
at the university as a forum for
issues to be discussed. Although
he cited condom distribution, an
on-campus abortion clinic, and an
anti-Semitic organization as
"conflicting with the fundamental
teachings of the church,that is not
to say that issues such as abortion
and racism should not be discussed."
According to Lavelle the purpose of an undergraduate Catho
lie education 1s not to prevent stu
dents from gelttng cenain kinds of
data and information, but rather
··to put students into an environ
ment where the whole person is
being developed; personality, soul,
and body. to become good. whole
persons."

NEWS BRIEFS

Also at Tuesday's Student

Weekend Services

employees should lock purses in
file cabinets. dco;k drawers and
closets.
"We're all foolish to think that
everyone on campus is there to
uphold the high moral conduct
that this un1vers11y represents,"
said Dolan.

October 22-23. 1993

Antioch XV
November 19-20, 1993

Antioch XVI
March 18- 19, 1994

Appalachia Trip
Spring Break, 1994
8- Day Retreats
January 9 17. 1994
M ay 11-19. 1994

Committee, reponed the results
ofa survey taken during the Spring
'93 semester involving the pass/
fail option. Students who responded to the survey were overwhelmingly opposed to changes
in the pass/fail option.
Wagner said he presented the
results of the sur vey to Jerry
Moreno, Chairman of the Facul ty
Forum.
The issue will be discussed at
the Faculty Forum meeting on
Sept. 22.

GET MORE OUT
OF LIFE... AND
MORE MONEY
Full and Part-Time
Hostesses, Hosts
and Servers
Arc you looking for a way
to add more to your life
and your budget?
If you'remature like being
with people and arc ready
to make some great cash,
HOULIHAN'S needs you!
We offer full and
pan-time shifts.
Our benefits & earning
potential arc excellent &
we operate in a
professional and caring
atmosphere.

HOULIHAN'S
Apply in person
between 2-4 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

24103 Chagrin Blvd.
Pavillion Shopping Center
Beachwood. OH 44122
EOE MIF/0

ENTERTAINMENT
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Case Western Reserve University
Film Society Schedule
-------l

Admission: $3.50

Phone: 368-2354

Friday, Sept. 10
Ciiffhan~;er (1993)
Slarring: Sylvester Stallone

Saturday, Sept. 25
7 p.m .. 9:15p.m.
Lovers ( 1992)
Spanish

Saturday, Sept. 11
7 p.m .. 9 p.m
RhapsOOy in Auuust (1991)
Japanese

Tuesday. Sept. 28
8pm.
Now. Voyaaer (1942)
Starring: Bette Davis

Tuesday. Sept 14
8p.m.
She Done Him Wron~: ( 1933)
Starring: Mac West and Cary
Grant

Friday, Oct. I
7 p.m .• 9:30p.m .. 12 a.m.
Made In America (1993)
Starring: Ted Danson and
Whoopi Goldberg

Friday. Sept. 17
7 p.m.. 9 p.m., I I p.m.
Menace II Society (1993)

Saturday, Oct. 2
7 p m .. 9 p.m.
The Phantom Tollbooth

Starring: Tyrin Turner and
Larenz Tate

Stan·ing: Butch Patrick

Saturday, Sept 18
7 p.m., 9:10p.m.
Saturday Niuht fever (1977)
Starring: John Travolta

Tuesda). Oct. 5
8p.m.
Mildred Pierce ( 1945)
Starring: Joan Crawford

7 p.m.. 9:30p.m., 12 a.m.

Tuesday. Sept. 21
8p.m.
The Awful Truth (1937)
Starring: Cary Grant

(1970)

Friday, Oct. 8
7 p.m .• 9:30p.m., 12 a.m.
What's L9ve Got To Po
Yi.i1h11? (1993)
Starring: Angela Bassett

Friday, Sept. 24
7 p.m.• 9 p.m., 11 p.m.

Slh:u(l993)
Starring: Sharon Stone and
William Baldwin

Saturday, Oct. 9
7 p.m., 9 p.m.
The Ba<i Lieutenant ( 1993)
Starring: Harvey Keitel
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Odd Girl Out is in at JCU
Julie Garvin
Entertainment Editor

They arc anything but "odd"
and anything but "out " In fact,
Odd Girl Out are about as "in" as
any group can get here at John
Carroll Univcrslly.
"Because we got good feedback
from Carrollpaloola, we decided
to have Odd Girl Out hack for
Welcome Back Week," said Julie
Smith, who coordinated the event.
II Odd Girl Out got a good n:
sponse from Carrollpaloot.a. then
from the sounds of the Wolf& Pot
crowd last week, they'' ill be getling rave reviews 110\\.'. The folk style hand played to a full house.
where the applause w ,1, almost as
loud as the mus1c lhCif.
The band. tcaturing victona
Fhcgcl on lead gu11ar and vocals,
Anne E. DeChant on vocals and
percussiOn, and Alexi-. Antes on
gullar and vocals, were definitely

right on the mark with their performance. The1r vocals were in
top form as they blended in a style
reminiscent of bands like The Mamas and the Papas.
Even DeChant seemed to be a
httle surprised at the extremely
enthusiastic rcccpuon the hand
\\.as gr..-en after their open in~ 'ong.
She seemed to want to gt,·e the
enthusiasm hack to the crowd as
she houm:cd around the stage,
gi \ ing a very energetic performance.
The memhcr-. maintaint·d a
light banter with the crowd he tween songs. As DeChant said. "I
want to mention something posi ti\e about your fiP.t da) hack :
you're all passmg nght nO\\ . Way
to go. we're proud of you"
Thecvcmng wa)o, not all hghth·
caned though, as the crowd wa...
pulled back to reality b) the socially a\\ arc mes...ages that the

band's Iynes convey. Songs like
"Swastika of Hate" and "Moment
of Fire" remmded everyone of
some of the most serious problems in our society. such as prejudice and the destruction of our
enVIfOnllleDI.
Although Odd G1rl Out started
as a three-piece acoustic band, they
have now added a bass pl.tycr and
a drummer. These two instruments
add power to the mus1c but at
umes the) tended to dro"' n out the
tranquilht) of the acoustic instrument' and the vocals.
The good news for tan-. ot the
balll.l is that they mh.:nd to have a
full -length CD rdea~c.:d by the end
of the year.
Furthermore. S m1th said,
"SmccthC.:IC.: wassuchago{xl tumout, we' 1e roing to try to have
them back hcfore the semester is
over." And that t.s g001.l new ... for
any fan of quality local music.

Gibson savesmayFace
as actor/director
not recognit.e the matinee ing humor and drama.

Rory Nunley

Staff Repo~

-- -

Althoughthepreviewsrnayscream
"chick flick, " The Man WiJhout a
Face is a movie that deserves to be
viewcdbyall.Itisatouchingdrama
about love and acceptance.
The movie focuses on the
friendship of a former professor
and a misfit boy who wants to
attend a military school. Mel
Gibson plays the roleofthe reclusive professor. However, viewers

Total Training
Expert Teachers

idol due to the makeup used to
transform him into the fac1ally
disfiguredprofcssor.Theboy,playcd
by Nick Stahl, convinces the professor to tutor him during the summer. Eventually,Gibson'scharactcr
agrees, and the plot unfolds from
there, as they learn more about
each other and rremselves.
The Man wit!tow a Face is
Gibson's debut as a movie dircctor. He does a wonderful job mtx-

The plot's numerous twists and
turns w1ll warm your hean as well
as open your eyes to how cnt1cal
our soc1ety can be.
The Man Without a Face is a
powerful and convincing story
about society's harsh JUdgment
on appearances and the devastating effects of those JUdgments.
Most of all, the movie shows how
friendship can rise above appearances

Here is your chance
to 111ake history
Help make a valuable record of the people and events
that define John Carroll throughout the 1993-94 year.

Join the yearbook staff of the

Personal
Tracking and
Tutoring

Carillon
Come to the Jardine Room in the SAC Building,
at 7:30pm on Monday, September 13 OR

Thesday, September 14
We're especially
looking for:

Permanent
Centers

• Photographers
• Writer/Historians
• Business Manager
• Seniors!

Maximize your

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

4:00 TO 7:30PM

FRIDAY

4:00 TO 9:00PM

Classes forming now.
Call for more information:

491-8228

II

c;:=
fJf7J CEDAR RD. CLEVELAND HT5. 932-6999

FEATURES
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EVENTS
THURSDAY, 9
Sign-up, Community SerVICe Projects, in the Atrium. also
Sept. I0. 13.
Meeting, Accounting AssoCiation. 5 p.m. in AD 258.
Communication Night at
the Movies. 7 p.m. in the Jardine
Room
Meeting, Pre-Law Society,
8 p.m. in AD 258
Smoker, lota Chi Upsilon, 9
p.m. in AD 249.
Meeting, lntervarsity Christian Fellowship. 9:30 p.m. m
Saint Francis Chapel.

FRIDAY, 10
Women's
Volleyball,
Elmhurst Tournament. Away,
also Sept II
Men's Soccer vs. Allegheny, 4 p.m .• Home
Chess. 7 p.m 10 Gauzman
Lounge.

SATURDAY, 11
Football vs. Alma College,
I :30 on Wasmer Field.

MONDAY, 13
Intramural Flag Football,
3 p.m. on the Front Lawn.
Meeting, Carillon Yearbook., 7:30 p.m. in the Jardine
Room, also ept. 14.

TUESDAY, 14
Meeting, Student Union,
5: 15 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

WEDNESDAY, 15
Men's Soccer vs. Case
Western, 4 p.m .. Away.
Women's Soccer vs. Case
Western, 4 p.m., Home.
Carroll News Orgamlational Meeting. anyone interested in graphics, writing, or
adven1sing should attend, 8:30
p.m. in AD 258.
Meeting. Sailing Club, 9p.m.
10 O'Dea Sem10ar ROQ.m #4.

Attention Seniors! Applications for May graduation
are now available in Dean's
offices.

Also... Phone directories will be available afte r room
changes are completed. Thank you for
your patience.
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THE liGHTER SIDE:

by Colin McEnroe

...>1993. The H~rtford Courant

News item: A new National
Park Serv1ce policy will require people who take unusual
risks to pay for the1r own rescues when they get in trouble.
Officials say the policy will
target mountain climbers initially but eventually may extend to other high-risk activities.
From the offices of SpiderMan
Dear Ms. Lowdermilk:
During the penod from July
13 to Jul:r 17, 1993. our offlees were engaged in rescuing you from the clutches of
Dr. Amok and the Blood
Goblin.
While in the past it was our
privilege to provide those
services gratis, ri sing costs
make this no longer possible.
The recent death and subsequent resuscitation of Superman, and Batman' s back injury have pushed health-care
costs for the super-hero risk
pool sky high.
In addition, thi s office has
been especially hard hit because of its unusual reliance
on a chemical webbing compound available only from a
company in Korea, where labor problems have ratcheted
up the unit price considerably.
These and other factors
have fo rced most super heroes into the painful position
of reconsidering the whole
tradition of showing up, performing brave deeds and vanishi ng without so much as a
thank you.
We understand that the attached bill represents, for you,
an unanticipated expe nse.
Therefore, please take a full

45 days to remit payment if
necessary . Also. for future
reference. should you fall prey
to a heinous super villain or
syndicate of evil freaks again,

understand that most super
heroes will now quote bids
overthephone,ifyoucan get
loose to usc o ne. (Be sure to
ask questions. Some mutant
heroes, for example, will no
longer fight renegade mu-

question of the week:

Save the Damsel at
Rock-Bottom Price

tants, out of solidarity )
Also, as part of the current
admin-istration's National
Serv1ce program, young. notfully-accredited super heroes
are available on a
sliding fcc basis
whi Jc repaying
government grants
and loans.
I f you have any
questions about the
charge below, we
arc available by
phone or fax, 24
hours a day
S1ncercly,
Kyle Scribner
Office Manager
Personal Scrv1ces
Fee for rescue
... $2,400
(Explanat ion of
charges: This represents our basic
rescue fee of
$1,800, with a
standard
s ur charge of $400 for
every super-powered fiend we have
to vanquish above
and beyond one.
Schedule
C,
available from our
office, explains
what are considered super powers
and what is considered
mere
c raftiness. The
additional $200 is
a flat fee added
a nytime we deal
with a foe who can turn himself into acid.)
Webbing used ... $990.
(330 yards at $3 per yard.)
Consultation with Justice
League of America ... $400
(They fought the Blood Gob-

''What don't you like about
your roommate?"

lin in 1988. Two hours on the
phone at $200 per hour.)
Expenses connected w11h
secret identit)' .. . S 128.50
(Obviously. we can't sa:r
much about this. But the
courts
have
ruled
in
Weddington v. Mr. Exciting,
7th U.S. Circuit, 1991. that
certain expenses, even if not
specifically disclosed, including but not limited to toiletries, undergarments, hair
care, etc .. may be understood
as part of overhead.)
Flying ... $500 (We don't
make a dime on this one.
Spider-Man docs not fly. and
11 was necessary to contract
with Hawkman to get you off
the unstable volcano while
Spider-Man fought the two
bad guys. What can we say'?
That's what he charges.)
Service Charge ... $360 ( 15
percent against the base fee.
It 's distributed to all the help:
switchboard, maid service, the
attendants who give out the
sandwiches and coffee in the
press area after the rescue,
etc. We find most people appreciate not having to think
about tips.)
State taxes ... $240 (Super
heroing is now considered a
service industry in Connecticut. New York. Delaware and
Hawaii. We suggest that you
ask your elected representatives to support S.B. 1216,
which would normali ze our
industry nationwide.)
TOTAL ... $5,018.50. Less
complimentary adjustment of
$ 18.50.
Please remit $5,000.00.
Thank you for thinking of us.
Don't hesitate to scream "Help,
Spider-Man" should you need
our services in the future.

Are you
sick?
The Health Service is
located in the basement
of Murphy Hall.

Jen Sezon
Freshman

Matt Ebbott

"She makes me hide in
closets."

"He's a dork."

Junior

Megan Clifford
Sophomore
"Sh e makes me listen to
ABBA"

Beginning the fall semester of 1993. our policy
will be as follows:
Doctor visits by appointmentonly. Nowalkins will be seen during the
doctor's hours (9:3010:30 a.m.)Emergencies
are the exception!

The Health Service

Please submit
events for the Campus Calendar to the
Features ~tor by
Monday at noon in
The Carroll News office located in the
Recplex.

hours are as follows:

Doctor Hours:
9:30- 10:30 a .m.
Monday through Fliday

Megan Cambell
Freshman

Kevin Bach
Freshman

Brian Graf
Freshman

"She's too nice to me."

"He's French."

"His stupid hat."

Nurse Hours:
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday through Friday
1-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday

The Carroll News, September 9,1993
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.T he Return of: .

1991 CAMPUS SOLO PERFORMER OF THE YEAR

Thursday, September 16th
8pm in the SAC Confrence Room
Admission $2 • w/o Discount Card
$1 • wI Discount Card
• • • Sponsored by Special Events • • •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~•

•
•
•••
•

:
:

•
•
••

WANTED:

:

Ad representatives for
The Carroll News.
Need some extra money? Need a credit? Need some
experience for a resume? Please contact Jennifer Mitsos in
The Carroll News office 397-4398. Looking for motivated and
dedicated individuals.

LEADERSHIP TRAINING

L2

Young Life is a non-denominational
evangelical Christian outreach
to high school kids .
Please call:

Matt Santen at 442-7305
or 646-9580
for more information about Young Life

I~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AIDS:
It won't
kill you
to talk
about it.

•

COMPLETE
TYPING
SERVICE

~
•

•Theses, papers, invitations, newsletters, flyers,
or anythin~ that needs to be typed!
•Charts, graphs, & tables
•Laser Printer
•Microsoft Word, Excel, & Pagemaker programs
•Fast, reliable service
•Reasonable prices

371-2817 • ask for Gretchen

Mcole is

TWW

a~·

Terry's for hair

5416 Mayfield Road •lyndhurst, Ohio 44124

rS.__
449-6942
'"' ~ Hair~uts for
John Carroll Students
Just $12!

-

.....

PROFILES
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Campus Spotlight:
New faces atJCU
Editor's note: 71zij
is a series about
transfer or e.t·
change sl/ldents
new on campus this
year.

-

Name: Heidi
Hoover
Major: Elementary
Education
Hometown:
Lou isville. Ohio
Clas... : Junior
Hobbies: Tennis,
music. being with
friends
Fa,·orite hook: The
Fim1

Religion professor revisits Israel
to study ancient artifacts
JCU Research Fellowship makes trip possible
t _ _ __
Carolyn Senn~e.:...t,;,__,
Prof1le~

Heidi Hoover

Fa,·orite music:
Allemauvc
Fa,·orite food: Any kind of pa-;ta
Why you transfered to JCU? The University of Toledo was
too big and dangerous. JCU was the better school..
An embarrassing moment: When I was a senior in high
school wearing my uniform skirt I fell down two flights of
stairs. (She limped for two days because of a bruised hip but
did not suffer any other injuries besides being embarrassed.)
Person whom I would most like to meet? Tom Cruise
Ten years from now I see myself: Teaching, married, and
living in the South somewhere.
I became an education major because: I love young kids.
Something few people know about me: I am originally from
Phoenix, Arizona.
Three words that others would use to describe me: Easygoing. friendly, and talkative

Then ger in on the sround floor i.n our PlatoOn Leaden
a.. prosnm ilc all qoalificd college freshmen,
eopbomotu and juniort. You could 'Qrr earning
money and building )'OUr carccr righr out ofcoUegc.
The PLC program ofrert:
• Aviation and Law goaranttc$
• Paid rommer tn.ining
• No inrem1ption of )'OUt
ICademic schedule
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Editor

A summer vacatton tn Israel
may not he ideal for some tourists,
out the history and culture of the
country fascinates John Carroll
University religion Professer John
Spencer.
This summer, through a JCU
Research Fellowship, Spencer
made his tenth trip to the country.
He revisited the coumry to
make corrections on a hook he is
researching. The book will be
submitted for pubI ication this fall.
Spencerspends most ofhis time
in Israel re.,.earching and excavating the land for artifacts from the
early Bronte Age.
For the past two to three years
he has studied figun nes from Tell
el Hest, Israel dating back to 2000
B.C. These crude animal figures
are three or four inches tall and
made out of clay or terra-cotta.
The obj ects were probably
children's toys. Other theories
sugguest the figurines were sacred.
Since he spent a great deal of
time in the country, Spencer has
many friends and has developed a
taste for the foreign cuisine. His
favorite meal, masay or salad,

• No tpeci.al classes, unifonns or drillt oo cam p11$
• Pinancw unWlcc
• An awesome c.ballenge
If )'OII're looking to move up quickly,look into me
Marine Corps' commissiooing

programs or ICC )'Out ~
Officer Se lcc.tion
Officer for more
information.
Jlt/Wclltl'rw&Jit. . . . .

contains humus and other ingredi- cred. Trying to resolve the differents served with pita bread
ences bet ween the groups is a conSpencer noticed many dtffer· tinuous deoate for political leadenccs between the United States er!>. One suggcstton is intemaand Israel. He observed a high tionalinng the area to allow all
level of trust when he entered a groups tn the territory.
"[ lnternat ionaliLing] cou ld
home to exchange money. f·oreign currency can be exchanged mean a close to peace treaties if it
or a personal check cashed in the comes to pass, but it will take tunc
home to avoid
tax.
The
money would
hc placed in a
household
dra .... er without locks. h1gh
securit} or
video cameras.

"There is
an expected
honor that exists in the market place that
does not exist
in the U. S. ,"
he said. "If a
personaJ check
bounces, it destroys the [es1
Carolyn Sennett
t a b i s he d ]
Professor John Spencer
friendship.
They expect
people to be trustworthy; over here to heal old wounds," Spencer said.
As a tourist, he is conscious of
we almost expect people not to
be."
the people and of what he wears.
Despite the controversy about
"I try not to be an ugly tourist.
the religious fanantics, Spencer I try to blend in and talk to them as
felt safe to walk through the He- a person. I ask them about family,
people,andcommunity. Youlearn
brew, Arab, or Jewish sections.
'T ve never been subject to to adapt to customs and respect
fanatics,"hesaid. "You don' t feel their traditions."
it there. It is more of a worry
In the past, students traveled
here."
with Spencer to Israel. Next sumThe three religious traditions mer when he travels to Israel, ,
each claim the same area as sa- students will go with him.

............................
!..

..

•

!

USA ·~

!

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

¥
¥

If you are an appltcant who
qualifies and are bel\\een the ages of
18 and 27 by February I, 1994. ne\'er
marned and at least a six month resident of Oh10, thus college dorm students are eltgible, you could be Ohio's
representatt\'e at the CBS-nationally
televised ~1iss LSA • Pageant• tn Feb·
ruary to compete for over $200,000 in
cash and pri7.es. The ~1iss Ohio USATil
Pageant for 1994 will be presented in
the Grand Ballroom of the Columbus
Marriolt North in Columbus, Ohio,
No\-ember 26, 27 and 28, 1993. The
new ~1iss Ohio USATil, along with her
expense paid trip to compete in the
CBS·nationally televised Miss USA Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in C3Sh
among her many prizes. All ladies interested in competing for the title must
respond by mail.l.etters ••ll,.el,. • twnllstu~JIUiol, •iwkf
lnorr•Jiby, IUIIIreu •u • plloru
WRITE TO:
1994 IllS$ OHIO USA PAGUNT
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For more information on Officer Programs, please see
Capta in Kirk Shawhan at the Atrium on September 15,
1993 from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. or call 1-800-8422771. Pilot Slots are available for men and women.
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Arafat gambles with the future of the PLO
Arafat left Damascus Monday
saying the1r d1scussions were
As he races through Arab ''brotherly. warm and dignified."
capitals drumming up support for Arafat was clearly pleased that his
a hhtoric deal with Israel. PLO longtime ncme~isdeclared himself
leader Yasser Arafat appears to be neutral. m effect, by say111g it was
banking on a dual strategy: Divide up to the Palestinians to decide
your enemies and thwart any at- whether they wanted to proceed
tempt by them to develop a rival with the "Gaza-Jcricho first" op
plan.
tion.
Arafat's supporters within the
PLO officials say that if Assad
Palestine Liberation Organization had denounced the deal, he could
are confident he is winning perhaps have spawned a vanguard of
the riskiest gamble of his political rejectionists and intimidated other
career. They claim he has already Arabstates intowithholdingpublic
rallied 13 Arab states behind the endorsement. But, as one PLO
plan- reached in secret talks with source said: "Assad must have
Israel - to begin limited self-rule decided that he could not oppose
for Palestinians in the Gaza Strip any agreement that would bring
and the West Bank town ofJericho, Israeli military withdrawal from
with the fate ofother Israel i-occu- occupied areas."
picd territory to be decided later.
In addition to a strong declaWithin the Palesti nian com- ration ofsupport over the weekend
munity, Arafat seems to be fend- from Jordan's King Hussein,
ing off his critics chiefly because Arafat supporters say they were
they arc too disparate in loca- heartened by a statement in favor
tion and mental outlook to of the agreement issued by six
uni te behind a plausible al- Persian Gulf states. The PLO
ternative. Leftist radicals, Islamic leader is expected soon to visit
fundamentalists and dissidents Oman - the only gulf state that
within Arafat's own mainstream remamed on speaking terms with
Fatah faction of the PLO share no Arafatafterhe backed Iraq's invabasis to bu il d an alliance other sion of Kuwait in 1990 - to solicit
than their distaste for the au
its help in renewing financial contonomy plan.
tributions from the oil-rich gulf
After six hours of talks with sheikdoms to underwrite the auSyrian President Hafez Assad, tonomy plan.
William Drozdiak

.01993. The Washington Post

Pl 0 oflicials say the} also
welcome signs that Sudan's
Hassan Turab1, the lslanllc leader
whom Araf:11 courted in Khartoum
last week, may be w1lhng to use
his influence to tame oppo!>ition
to the nccord from Gaza Palestinians who arc loyal to the militant
Muslim fundamentalist group
Hamll!:i. While some Hamas-led
demonstrations have taken place
in the occupied areas, PLOofficia ls say they arc encouraged
that protests against the accord
with Israel have not been as
violent or as w1despread as
feared.
While his whirlwind diplomatic
tour may be reaping dividends,
Arafat's campaign to proselytize
his own people is proving more
troublesome. Leftist Palestinian radicals, such as George
Habash of the Popular From for
the Liberation of Palestine and
Nayef Hawatmeh of the Democratic Front for the Li beration
of Palestine, spurned Arafat 's
request for a meeting in Damascus and vowed to press ahead
with efforts to sabotage the accord.
But the rad ical Palestinian
groups have seen their innuence
dwindle as sources of money.
weapons and Marx1st pol itical
patronage have dried up. Assad's

hands-off attitude also will hamper their ability to mobilize an
opposition campaign Habash and
Hawatmeh have said they will not
'end reprcscntativ~:' to a shO\\do\\n meeting of the PLO's cxCt;u!lve committee later this week
at wh1ch the self-rule plan is to he
debated. But their boycott .;ccms
hkel} to serve Arafat's purpo~es
hy reducing the number of his
opponents on the 18-membcr
committee.
For the moment, Arafat may he
able to count only on himself, h1s
closeadvJsor, Yasscr Abed Rabbo.
and the architect of the secret negotiations, Abu Mazin, as solidly
in favor of the self rule agreement
and a mutual-recognition pact with
t srael when debate m the executive
com mi ttee opens, pe rhaps
Wednesday.
But the list of h)...ely absentees
i' mounting. Shafik Hout, the
PLO's representative 111 Lebanon.
and Mohammed Darwish, a well
known Palestinian poet, have
dropped out ol the comrnillet!
largely because of their disnMy
over the way Arafat bypassed PLO
procedures m h1s buck-channel
dealings with Israel. Eliya Khoury.
a respected Palestiman Christian
archb1shop and commiLtee member. is thought to be too ill to travel
to the PLO' s Tunis headquarters.

Thus, the absence of hard-liners
could mean that the committee will assemble with a bare
quorum of 12.
Arafat's ~nioradviser.; believe
that the strength of his argument!.
and h1s mv1gorated stawre in
Arab cap1tals and the rest of the
world - will help h1m carrf the
debate. And if the way Arafat confounded his adversaries 1n 15 hour..
of heated discussion among the
Fatah hierarchy is any guide. the
cards may be stad.ed in his favor
Farouk Kaddoumi. the PLO's
foreignaffa1rsch1ef,descnbed the
debate al> a sham. Abed Rabbo
said a vote was taken that resulled
1n an "complete agreement" 1n
favor of the deal. but Kaddoumi
contradicted him publicly. msistmg that four members of Fatah's
central committee voted against
the plan and c1ght other~ demanded 11 be ta)...en to higher
PLO COU!ll'ih.
Abbas / ..ak1, another hll;lh dissenter, said Arafat d1d not even
call for a vote but ended the scs
sion at J a.m C)murday bv de
daring: "Th1s text is an accord
between us ami Israel, and nobody
can change ,, word or even add a
comma. You can take il or leave
it." And with that, Arafat declared the debate to be in his
favor

Attention Students Who Reside Off-~Cant'QUS
in University Heights
On June 7, 1993, University Heights City Council enacted a new law , Ordinance No. 93-27, which changes City regulations that govern
the occupancy of residential property by unrelated persons. The regulations are similar to those that exist in other communities. Their purpose
generally is to preserve the residential character and quality of residential neighborhoods.
Among those who are affected by the law are John Carroll students who live in University Heights with others to whom they are not
related. Stated as simply as possible, the City's regulations -1.

Prohibit more than three unrelated persons from occupying any residential unit, whether owned or rented, without a special

permit from the City's Board of Zoning Appeals.
2.

Require that, whenever a residential unit is occupied by unrelated persons, there be a principal occupant who is designated

"head of household ." Occupants who are unrelated to the head of house hold are regarded as "roomers." No more than two
roomers may occupy a residential unit unless the head of household has obtained a special permit (see # 1).
The regulations are considerably more precise and detailed than is conveyed by the preceding summary. I strongly encourage all
students who are living within University Heights (other than students living at their family homes) to become familiar with the new
regulations. This is particularly important for students who must apply for a special permit of occupancy (see# I).
You can obtain a copy of the regulations by contacting the City's Building Department, located at University Heights City Hall, 2300
Warrensville Center Road. The telephone number is 932-7800
As we begin this acedemic year, I would like to make an observaton as well as a request to students who are living off-campus. The
observation is that most John Carroll students who live off-campus are good neighbors. This is not surprising, and it is very gratifying. I thank
you. However, occasionaJiy the University does receive complaints regarding the actions of some students who live in the surrounding area.
Although infrequent, these situations cause friction with the community.
So, I make a. brief appeal to everyone. When you move into a neighborhood, introduce yourself to your neighbors. Get to know them.
Inquire if there are some ways you can be helpful in your spare time, particularly to those who may be elderly or infirm. In short, be
neighborly. You will find that your neighbors will return your good will, and you may make some unexpected and lasting friendships in the
bargain.

,..
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Carroll Booters stumble
on opening weekend
Jude Killy

wanted to," Katemaint added,

The women· s weekend started

Sports Writer

The John Carroll University

acknowledging that the Ohto
Wesleyan coach was very com-

men's and women's soccer teams
went into the weekend looking to

cally and mentally" Pfeiffer satd.

the future. New head coach Andy

out looking good as they began

Fatigue from f-riday's contest

Marson, in his first year of colle-

play f·riday against Calvin Col-

carried over into Saturday's game

giate coaching after spending time

plimentaryofthe Blue Streak style

lege, of Grand Rapids, Mich.

when the women suffered a 4

0

at the high school level, should

University of Western Ontario.

help.
" H e's excellent,"

of play.
Freshman halfback Scott

Sophomore halfback Susan Prise
knocked in the first JCU goal of

Marshall and senior fullback Matt

the season on a pass from forward

Western Ontario scored early,

Danicllc Sluga said in reference to

However both teams came up

Sullivan both received all-touma-

Molly Burke puwng the Blue

and again late, in the first half, for
a 2-0 halftime lead. But the deficit

Marson who altended and played
soccer at Cleveland State Univer-

opening regular season
play with successive

didn't reach it's final tally until

stty. "He knows a lot about the

Western Ontano added two morl!

losses.
The men travelled to

bang-bang goals mtdway through

game and about coaching and
about the strategical and technical

short of victory by

--

defeat at the hands of the visi ting

start thetr years off on the right
foot.

skills."

Dela\\oare. Ohio, to par-

the second period of play.
Despite the opening losses the

ticipate in the Ohio

women arc still optimistic about

today at 4:30.

Junior

The women play host to Adnan

Wesleyan Tournament.
On Friday they were

Spikers take first at
BW Invitational

blanked 3-0 by the sixth
ranked Division lllteam
in the nation, K enyon, in
first round action
The end result was the
same on Saturday when

Colleen M. Creamer

practiced together. The depth of

Sports Editor

this team is great."

the men's squad was

John Carroll's Women's vol-

downed by host Ohto

leyball team got off to an impres-

tournament,

Wesleyan 5 I, with se
nior forward Pete

sive start last weekend as they

Mullally was an obvious stand-

were crowned champions of the

out. Her 16 ki lis in the champion-

Duggan scoring the lone

Baldwin Wallace Invitational.

As the team dominated the
junior

Stacey

Duggan's

The #1 seeded Lady Streaks

ship match aided in her being
named to the all-tournament team.

header, assisted by fel1owsenior,andha1tbac1<,
Chns Cage, knollcd the

cruised through the first six
matche on way to the championship game versus the #2 seeded

Lady Blue Streaks but Weitbrecht

game at one.
With about nine min-

Alma College. The victims on the

nament does not make a season.

championship route included

" We were the best last week-

utes left before the half

Bluffton, Heidelberg, Olivet, U.

end but that doesn't make us the

Michigan Dearborn, Adrian, and
The Streaks won the

best for the rest of the season.
We'll have to work for that too.

championshipmatch 10-15, 15-9,
15-12. Down 9-1 in the second

We aren't real concerned with the

Streaksontopl-Omidwaythrough
the first half.

Carroll took that

game, the team fought back and

continually improve."

JCU goal.

Wesleyan exploded with
three unanswered goals.

Senior Pete Duggan was the sole scorer in the Streaks' opener
this past weekend.

Ithaca.

Second year head
coach Ali Ka7emaini described

ment honors.

the loss:

The men, OAC Champions the

The future looks bright for lhe
was quick to stress that one tour-

win loss record we just want to

"We made a point that we can

pasttwoseasons, have high hopes

lead well into the second period,

scored the final 14 points to cap-

play, you have to put everything

With the combination of

of grasping that, so far elusive,

but with less than 10 minutes left

ture the game and eventually the

veterans such as Mullally and

in perspective. They (Wcslyan)

NCAA birth despite last week-

to play, Calvin scored, tying the

title. When starter Dawn Ebinger

have a big tradition ... and a veteran

the depth provided by the under-

ends losses.

gameatoneandsendingthematch

went down with an injury, head

team. Obviously we would have
liked for the score to be a little

classmen, the Streaks look to,

into overtime.

coach Gretchen Weitbrccht was

on Friday at 4:00.

again, be one of the top teams in

forced to go to the bench and was

the

pleased with the performance.

Weitbrecht the team has many

The men will host Allegheny

closer:.. but it was a great showing."

playmg visitor, the women's team

"We accompli!>hed what we

was playing host at Wasmer Field.

While the men' s team was

Co1nplete

Senior fullback Gretchen
Pfeiffer blamed the loss in over-

"The team that was on the floor

time on fatigue.
"We were tired both

physi-

to win the tournament never even

r -------------------,

..

Full Service - Friendly People - Low Prices
From self-serve copying, course packs and dissertations to
party invitations, stationery, resumes and typesetting, we
. offer a full range of copy and printing services with
recycled paper and soy inks

to

underlying goals, including playing hosts to the OAC Champions tps.
h
" I think it is good to have close
games carl) in the season, bethe tournaments later in the year."
The volleyball

Wel comes Facuhy,
S l ud enls. a nd S ta ff lo slop
i n and receive a

wtlh Lhts

ad a nd

your

JCU ID

• A "Full Service F lor ist"

Authorized Copying of Copyrighted Course Materials

•to<"aleJ in S1lsby Cenler al St lsby
and

Complete Copy 8 Print Center
call 932-5454 .
or fax 932-5456

next to the Grange Bar across from Taylor Commons

team will be

defending their undefeated tournament status this weekend as they
travel to take part in the Elmhurst
Tournament.

complimenla r y flowe r

1,000 Flyers - $25.00

1938 South Taylor Road
:'Cleveland Heights

According

cause it is great preparation for

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
EDUCATIONAL PRINTING

1,

OAC.

Warrensvt lle

•s

Cenler R oa d
mt nule walk rrom J CU

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENTS GROUPS!
RAISE as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$1 00... $600...$1500!
Market Applications for the
hottest credit card ever-

NEW GM MASTERCARD
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY

Call 1-800-950- 1039,ext. 7
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"VERBAL MATH"
ACROSS
1 Mother's org.
5 VfKY smooth
10RepWtlon
14 Cookie

FEEBLE MIND

MARK RAKOCY
T"x~G

TH:tS

15 Blrd'a claw

:tS AS HARO
AS A Ro<:K!

16 U.S.cktzan
17 High-pitched sound
18 St.n-<fried brick
19 Ripped

20 Fodder

+ Metal

Thread .. crazy

22 Insect

+ Shelter -

Honey House
24 Switch pos1tJons
25 Cow's common name
26 ConfusJon
29 Grow
30 Famous Tennis Cup
34 Porkfat
35 Russian plane
36 Quiet & dlgnHied
37 Mr. Onassls
38 Male +
Work
Unit

nme ..

40 Buddy
41 Gushed

6

43 Ger.'s continent

7 Labor org.

Load

44 Gap

8

45 Firm
<46 Wornens' org.

9 Praying joints
10 Obese+ L98der""
Stupid Person

47
48
50
51
54

LMnstoo & Pickford
Angered
Church bench

11
12
Joint + Hat ... Leg Bone 13
Stroll +Male -Radio 21
58 Cast out
23
59 Foot Lever
25

Paving stone

"To me" In Paris
lVs Grltfin
Sea eagle
Office holders

Duck
Hen Fruit

+ Noggin -=

Saarlnen:Archltect
Intellectual
62 PciCl<et bread
26 Student grouping

61

63 Sleeping sound

27 Mr. Marx

64 1993, eg
65 Stair part
66 Borders

28 "The Little Mermaid"
29 Scottish "CI'N'fl"
31 Fog
32 Genoa's setting

fi7 Mr. Stanley Gardner
DOWN
1 Buttet11y-Uke Insect

Mash Star
46 Rely on for support

.

47 Mr. Blanc

49 Cease
50
51
52
53
54

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS ONEI

.

Fades
Keystone
"Night" In Paris
City In Italy
Attlde ror sale

55 Jan van der
:Painter

56~ea

57 English river
60 Lassie, eg

33 Tennis pro Monica
35 Crazy

2

Opera solo

36 Big

3

Disavow

38 MASH worker

4

Canine + Timber ..

39 Relating to us
42 Telegram + Faucet

5

Hollywood residents

Flowering Tree

+ Orb ...

44 Predator Bird

, California

THIS CARTOON RAN IN THE

lEPTEMBER 14, 1981 IUUE OF

THE CARROLL NEWS

= Bug

©1992 ALL RICiHTS RESERVED CiFR ASSOCIAT

CLASSIFIEDI
Need Extra Cash?Noggin's restaurant is hiring
for all positions, part-time
and full-time, AM and PM.
Looking for hard-working
servers, bussers, hosts and
hostesses, plus kitchen staff
including dish, prep and line
cooks. Fill out an applications or call Mimi or Kathy
for more information. 7529280,20110VanAkenBlvd.

Temporary- full time
childcare needed. Job can
beshared.Sept23,24,27,28,
7 am to 5 pm. Non-smoker,
own transportation. Call after 5. 591-9373.

Babysitter Wanted- very
experienced-responsible.
Morning hours-flexible.
References required. Must
havemeansoftransprtation.
Good wages available. j
Excellent Extra Income- Beachwood area. 464-1947.
envelope stuffing, $600$800 every week. Free De- Wanted-sitter for 2 boys,
tails: SASE to International ages 5 & 3. Tuesffburs 9-2
Inc. 1375Coneylsland Ave. pm. Nonsmoker, own transBrooklyn, NY 11230.
portation. Call after 5. 591-9373.
Fundraiser- all it take is a 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - j
small group with a little en- Parents' Helper- 8 hour/
ergy and a lot of excitement week-flexible
non to earn $500-$1500 in just smoker,own transportation,
one week. Call 800-592- $5.50/hour. Duties:light
2121 ext. 312.
housekeeping, errands,
childcare. Call after 6:00,
Greeks- Clubs, Student 292-4562.
Groups. Raise as much as - - -- - - - - - - 1
you want in one week. The CN is looking for a
$100,$600,$1500. Market motivated individual who
applications for Citibank, has advanced skills in the
VISA, MCI, SEARS, use of The Apple MacinAMOCO, etc. Call for you tosh, Aldus Pagemak:er and
FREE T -SHIRT and to Quark XPress.
qualify for FREE Trip to
----------l
MTV Spring Break '94. Call Atram-You wanna buy a ,
1-800-932..0528, ext.65.
book?

ETHAN KUCHARSKI
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Football Veterans lead a
young squad of Blue Streaks
Colleen M. Creamer
~rtsEditor

----~

There will be many ne\\ names
to surface during the 1993 football season. but head coach Tony
De Carlo IS op11m1stic that the
young Streaks will meet the
challenges that arise, and the veterans will provide the necessary
leadership to acheivea banner season.
Although the) lost 16 starters
to graduation, the team received
an early vote of confidence by
being ranked ninth in a College
Football Preview preseason
poll Since many of the start tog
roles have been vacated. the
competition to fill them is
great.
The tailback po~ition, once
filled by record breaker Willie
Beers, will be one of interest for
Blue Streak fans. Beers, who set
numerous school records and a
conference rushing record, was
the focal point of the Blue Streaks
offense much of last season.
Leading contenders for the spot
thi~ year are Brad Eungard and
Shauntay Lett, but as summer
practice progressed the list ofcontenders grew. DeCarlo stated that

tim positiOn is one of great depth
and seems to have conf1dence in
all of the contenders.
The number of contenders for
the pos1tionofquarterback 1ssmaJl
as P.J Insana seems to have captured the starting role for the second consecutive season. Insana, a
junior. worked hard in the offseason. and according to DeCarlo has
matured a great deal smce last
season. Although he is a surefooted runner, Insana stated that
he would like to throw the ball
more this year.
'There is a great l1ne in
front of me this year so I will
have some t1me to throw the
ball. I have gouen a lot
stronger, and I have more
confidence si nee T have a year
under my belt."
Confidence is something Blue
Streak fans have in the kicking
game, as Marto Valente begins
his fourth year as the Streak's
place-kicker. Valente holds numerous school records and will be
chasing some conference records
this year. He was recently
named to the College Football
Preview
preseason AllAmerican team.

The punting game is also a !>pot
of great stability with ·mother preseason \11-American 10 senior
Ryan Haley. By averaging 40.1
yards per punt last year. Haley
established himself as a premier
punter in Division Ill .
Although the Streaks have
m;lny vacated roster spots. the
veterans of the squad can undoubtedly provu..le the ncce~sary
leadership to take the '91 team to
new heaghts, and perhaps capture
their first conference championship SJOCe 1989.
The competition in the OAC
will be fierce as two teams (Mount
Union and Baldwin Wallace) have
been ranked among the top five in
Dhision III in some preseason
polls. However, those two games
come later in the season and as
Insanastated the Streaks 'just want
to take one game at a time." Perhaps DeCarlo described the goal
of the team best when he stated,
"We JUSt want to matntain the
winning tradition we have restored
here at Carroll."
The gridders open the '93 campaign at 1:30 on September II
against Alma on the turf of
Wasmer field.

COUilO>y Spons lnfotmaloon

Senior Aaron Perusek will be the only returning starter on
defense.

PIZZA 161
PZ-101 A COMPREHENSIVE COURSE DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE FROM
THE MOST NOVICE PIZZA EATER TO THE PRACTICED CONNOISSEUR.
CLASSES HELD FROM '11:00 A.M. TO CLOSING EVERYDAY AT** PAPA JOHN'S!!

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS:
* The Works - Does not include relish and mustard.
* Papa John - Not an Italian Film Director.
*Garlic Sauce- Is it really an aphrodisiac?
* The Economics of Pizza- A better value than burgers any day of the week.
*Why nutrition Freaks freak out over Papa John's Pizza.
* Perfect cure for Late Night Munchies.
*Also available as a correspondence course with our Carry Out Services.

tJ PIZZA
~

-·

Phone # 691-1982
Note: No regis ration fees, lab fees or text books to buy.
In fact, to encourage attendance here are some money saving coupons:
1 ----------------T-----------------r-------~-------"Munchy Control"
I
2-14 11 LARGE
1
1-14 .. LARGE
I

1 Cheesesticks •1 Breadsticks

:

ss.so

I

I

I
I
I

2 Cans of Coke

Not valid with ~ny other
coupons. Valid thru
end of school year.

~
~JOU

MJJIIL

I

ONE TOPPING PIZZA

:

$11.50

I

I

1
I
I

Additional toppings $.95
each. Not valid with any
other coupon. Vahd thru
end of school year.

~
DAJOII

rll n

I

ONE TOPPING PIZZA

:

$5.95

1

1
I

I

Additional toppings $.95
each. Not valid with any
other coupon. Valid thru
end of school year.

~
JOII

n

~----------------~-----------------L--~-------------

